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By Kiyoshi YOSHIDA Faculty of Science, Hiroshima University (Comm. by Kosaku Y0sIDA, M. J. A., Oct. 12, 1974) Let P(t, x ; D1, Dx) be a differential polynomial defined in a domain Q = [0, T ] x RT > 0, of the form P(t, x ; D1, Dx) = Dm m-1 + aj,y(t, x)DjDx, aj,v e ..J3(Q), with Dt = -ia/at and Dx j=0 j+I vl m =(-ia/ax1, ..
•, -ia/axn), and let us consider the Cauchy problem:
(1) fPu=f in (0, T) x Rn Dj u(0, x) = u j, j=0,1, • • for given f e C°°(Q) and uj e C~(Rn). It is well-known that the characteristic roots are real if the Cauchy problem is well-posed in C°° (cf.
[3]). In the present note we study a sufficient conditions for the problem (1) to be well posed when charateristics are real and have constant multiplicity.
Concerning this problem, S. Mizohata and Y. Ohya [4] , [5] obtained a necessary and sufficient condition when the multiplicity is less than 2, and Y. Ohya [6] studied a sufficient condition when the multiplicity is less than 3. Recently, J. Chazarain [1] discusses the case of the arbitrary multiplicity by making use of the theory of Fourier integral operators. Our arguments seem to be different from his.
1. E. E. Levi's condition and the main theorem. Let the principal part Pm of P be written as Pm(t, x ; z,) _ (v-2(t, x ; C))l', and . We denote by Ak e e (S') the space of finite sums of products of at most k elements permitted to choose the same ones from {A1(t, j'x : Dx)}lei, j<_k, where A(t, x : e)=Dryj(t, x : ). Putting 11m=alla22 • • • arr with a j = Dt -23(t, x : Dx) for 1 < j < r, we have Pm -II m m-1 =A3(t)Dr-', -1where A 3(t) is an element in A3. Define operators j= 0 o3, 0 < j < m-1, as follows : U0= 1, o1=1, U2 = a2a1, arl -arlarl-r .. a2a1, 'r1+1 = aiar1, ...' " klrl = ar1a(k1-1)r1, . , aklrl+r2 = "r2° r2-1 a2alak1r1, . . . , aklrl+k.r2+...+k jrj= ok jr j , amt-l -ar_1ar-2 ... a2aiUm-r, where I c3 k = lr j-lr j+1. Calculating ak, we have easily Dt = ak + K j(t)ok _ j, 1 ~ k .1=1 -<m -1, where K 3(t) belongs to A3. Thus we obtain m-1
With Bj e Aj, j=0 and the symbols b 3(t, x ; ) of B 3(t) are expanded by homogeneous symbolsi' c j , k(t, x ; ) of degree j-k
since B (t) belongs to A3. Then we impose the following condition A to P. Condition A. cj,k(t, x; e)-0 when 1 ~ j+k -<_m-r and 0<k <l-2.
We note that this condition A concerns only the homogeneous parts P j of degree j, m S j ~ m -1+1, of P and is the same as the one in [4] when 1=2.
Under this condition we can state the following Theorem 1. The proof of this theorem follows from the energy inequalities and existence of the domain of dependence, which will be shown in sections 3 and 4, respectively. Theorem 1. Let {Pm, Pm-1, , Pm-L+1} satisfy the condition A. Then there exists one and only one solution u e C(Q) of the Cauchy problem (1) for given f e C°°(Q) and uj e C~(R'), j=0, 1, • • •, m-1.
Throughout this paper we assume the condition A for the differential operator P.
2. Reduction of the operator P. Choose arbitrary k elements aj1, a32, ... , a3, 0 < k < m -1, from {ai, ai, ... , ai, a2, a2, ... , a2, ... , Proposition 1. I f {Pm, Pm_1, , Pm_ +,} satisfies the condition A, then P can be written as P=1Im+N with an operator N in R.
Sketch of the proof. In view of the condition A and (2) we have only to prove that C?n-j , k(t)aj _ 1, m -r < j + k < m, belong to Since ah -ai = AI(t, x ; Dx) -Ah(t, x ; Dr), h ~ i, are elliptic operators, there exist operators Kh ,i(t) of class e1(S1) such that Kh,i(t)(ah-ai)=I -Qh,z(t) with operators Qh,i of class e (S).
From the construction of aand the fact m -j -k < r, we can find m -j -k + 1 elements ail, ail, , at m-j-k+ i such that these are different each other and aa1a22 • • • a.m -j-k" j-1 belong to 9 for any m -j -k elements a61, • , a2 __7 in {ail, ail, • • • , a2m-j-k+1}• Thus it follows that I =Xi1,i2(ai1-ail) + Qi1,i2 =Ki1 ,22{K22,23(a22 a2g) + Qi2,23}a21 X21,22{X21,23(a21 a23)
where means the sum over the permutations of (61, • • • , i) and (Qi, "., 6p) KQi ,62,.
•.,Qm_j_k are operators of class e (S-cm-~-k)) and of class e (S), respectively. Thus Cm _ j , k(t)a j _ i = Cm _ j, k (t)I aj _ 1 belong to The proof is complete. Let <DX>p be the pseudo-differential operator with the symbol (1 + I e 12)p/2, and put v = Dx>p(su). Considering d td v(t, x)v(t, x)dx, we have [Vol. 50,  Remarking that a jak -aka j = i{Ak + 2 } + {AAk -22} j= 2{Ak + A'j } {KJ ,k(ak -a j) +Qk,j}+{AJAk-AkAI} E , j~k, we see that for any s'=ajlaj2• • m-i e ;J,J6 there exists a k such that Hm -aks' e Thus we have
From this and (3), it follows that
By Gronwall's inequality, we obtain the desired estimate.
Proof of Theorem 2. Since we can write P = "m + N with an element N in 1R, it follows from Lemma 1 that
Consider P1'(t, x; z, )=(a/az)~-1 f (v-2(t, x; i))". Let us denote by j=1 H the pseudo-differential operator obtained by replacing z-Aj(t, x; ) by aj in Pm~-1). Then H belongs to 9 and is a regularly hyperbolic pseudo-differential operator of order m-1+1. Consequently, calculating as in the case of a regularly hyperbolic differential operator, we have the energy inequality for H :
On the other hand it follows from H e IJ that
s Integrating both sides of (4) with respect to t, in view of (5) and (6) we obtain the energy inequalities [E(p,i) ]. Thus the proof is complete. Let P* be the adjoint operator of P. Then we can write P*=Hm +M, where H=r.
• . ' with a* =D-2(t, t * x ; Dx) and M is a finite sum of a • • • a k, 0 < k _< m -1, with coefficients which are operators of class et(S°). Thus by the same reasoning as in the case of P, P* has the energy inequality [E(p,l)].
Domain of dependence.
Let P be the interior of a backward cone : {(t, x) I x -X01 2max I t -t° I , 0 < t0 < T}, where Amax = max sup 1<j5r (t,x)EQ,I fl-1 12 j(t, x ; ) I. We remark that the condition A is invariant under Holmgren's transformation by making use of Lemma 4.1 of [4] . Thus we deduce the following theorem by a usual argument ([4] ).
